DIGITAL EDGE AND SECURITY
Today’s users demand the latest technology and
support on their terms. As organizations navigate
a newly remote landscape, network connectivity
remains a crucial component in continuing business
operations. Unfortunately, keeping your users and
devices connected while facilitating device flexibility can
be challenging as each user opens the door for new
security threats.
A comprehensive security solution supports your
unique network, edge, and end-user requirements. You
need a partner who can monitor and respond to threats
while anticipating attacks before they occur—across
your entire environment. With CompuCom’s Digital Edge
and Security solutions, your organization will gain robust
security, higher efficiency, and improved flexibility. Our
network technicians and engineers are available to
provide monitoring and management of your remote
office and branch network infrastructure 24/7/365—
allowing your IT team to focus on important business
objectives.

MAINTAIN SECURE
BUSINESS CONTINUITY

Anytime, Anywhere, On Any Device
CompuCom’s Digital Edge and Security solutions help keep organizations connected anytime, anywhere, and on any
device, all while providing security solutions that help to safeguard both your employees and your business.

EDGE SECURITY SOLUTIONS

Helping to provide secure, private access to your
edge locations and devices

NETWORK EDGE SOLUTIONS

Helping to maintain reliable connectivity at your
onsite and edge locations

BENEFITS

BENEFITS

Complete visibility and control of assets

Access to leading-edge tools, technology, and expertise

Improved security experience

Always-on connectivity

Always-on monitoring

Identify issues before they become problems

Optimal performance and trend identification

Rapid resolution of issues

Automatic response and incident recovery

Proactive client management approach

FEATURES

FEATURES

Identification services

Network monitoring and administration

Detection services

Performance monitoring and change management

Protection services

Account-based governance

Response and recovery services

www.compucom.com

DISPATCH-BASED SUPPORT

Providing people, processes, parts, and technology
BENEFITS

PROJECT-BASED SUPPORT

Performing large-scale deployment of new technology
to edge locations

Unparalleled reach

BENEFITS

Leading-edge support processes

Customized solutions

Experienced, certified technicians

Save time and reduce costs

FEATURES

Deliver efficiency and cost savings

Field support

Protection for your business and your brand

Experienced support personnel

FEATURES

Field Operations Centers (FOC)

Design and procurement
Configuration
Deployment and installation
Decommissioning and disposal
Staff augmentation

The average cost

of network
downtime

per minute is
$5,600*

COMPUCOM DELIVERS
There are already enough challenges in managing a remote workforce, and maneuvering
around IT problems doesn’t have to be one of them. Your technology should promote, not
hinder, your organization’s productivity and collaboration, which is why CompuCom’s Digital
Edge and Security solution delivers reliable and secure connectivity. We provide security
for network and edge devices that’s resilient and proactive—detecting issues before they
become an issue—so you and your users have consistent and seamless access.

Learn more about CompuCom and our vision for connecting people,
technology, and the edge with a seamless experience at compucom.com
or call us at 1-800-350-8430.
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